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of Rome didn' say one thing or the other about it , as far as they were

concerned it was an acadmmic question what the pepole in the Cotiantinople

area thought about it, there was nothing they could do about it that effected

them and they did not 3 bother to discuss it. So that ti becomes a matter

of latter importance to latter claims, that will actually effect upon

conditions at the tine, it would have had if Leo could have had a big enougj

army to go over in Constaatinople but he could not even think of sucn a thing

not alone attempt sucn a thing. Leo's clear statement on the doctrinal matters

was accd-ted and recognized throughout theempire except in the monophysite

area as having been a great help in getting the prpper formula. And so the

people said well he on this point , surely does not do any harm on this

point what is the use of winning. (question) Flavina was condemned and

he was to die of his ill treatment, condemn Nestorius and Nestorius was sert

into exile and the one at which Pagian was condemned , .we discussed it ratir

fully I believe, (question)
(end of record)
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It may be a serious statment as to whether Nestorius was rightly condemned

but it may even be serous question as to whether the views which Nestorius

held were wrong, but there was no. views which many people held who thou

they were following identified with Nestorius name, which held

iews contrary to teaching of scripture. And the whle church sinee that

time has felt that a forward dtep was taken by the decsion of

the Ephesus council in dondemnsing the idea that Christ is two distinct persa

and this God doing this and this is man doing this. It s one person theGod

man. Now our time is up and we will have chaple in

Monophysitism , we will have more to say about that later . We notices how

ever the council of Chalcedon adopted the statement that pope Leo presented

which gives a good clear denial of human effort to esplain the person in such

a way as to viloence of one feature of it on another. It is a good clear

balanced statemant that was adopted and it is held by all Christian
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